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Abstract. In Riemann-Cartan manifold Ut, a new topological invariant is obtained by means
of the torsion tensor. In order to describe the space-time defects (which appear in the early
universe due to torsion) in an invariant form, the new topological invariant is introduced to
measure the size of defects and it is interpreted as the dislocation flux in internal space. Using
the so-called ^-mapping method and the gauge potential decomposition, the dislocation flux
is quantized in units of the Planck length. The quantum numbers are determined by the

Hopf indices and the Brouwer degrees. Furthermore, the dynamic form of the dislocations
is also studied by defining an identically conserved current.

1. Introduction

As is well known, torsion is a slight modification of the Einstein theory of relativity

(proposed in the 1022-23 by Cartan^1'), but is a generalization that appears to be necessary when

one tries to conciliate general relativity with quantum theory. If we consider the quantum

theory in curved instead of flat Minkowsky space-time, we have some very important new
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effects (as, for instance, neutron interferometry'''). Moreover, when we go to a microphysical

level, that is when we are concerned with elementary-particle physics, we realize that the

role of gravitation becomes very important and necessary and this happens in the first place

when we consider the early universe or the Planck era. In fact, elementary particles are

characterized not only by mass but also by spin which occurs in units of h/2. A mass

distribution in a space-time is described by the energy-momentum tensor and connected with

the curvature of space-time. The dynamical relation between the stress-energy-momentum

tensor and curvature is expressed in general relativity by Einstein equations. One feels here

the need for an analogous dynamical relation including spin density tensor. Since this is

impossible in the framework of the general relativity, we are forced to introduce this new

geometrical property that we call torsion. Thus, when we deal with a microphysical realm

we find that the torsion comes into play and then has to be considered as the source of a

gravitational field.

In recent years, a great deal of work on spin and torsion have been done by many

physicists'*"*'. Though it has been common to include intrinsic spin with gravitation I7-9',

and to relate spin to the torsion tensor'10-12', the quantization of the gravitational field (that

is to quantize the Riemann-Cartan space-time itself) and the mechanism of production of

torsion in physics and geometry'13' are not very clear. In some recent papers, Ross'14' and

Sabbata'15' investigated these problems by the viewpoint of defects of space-time, which may

be important in the early universe because of spontaneous symmetry breaking'16'. However,

in their framework, the description of the space-time defects is not invariant under coordinate

transformations and the quantization of space-time is only an assumption. In order to

overcome these shortages, we will restudy the problems in terms of vierbein theory in this

paper.

2. The formulation of the space-time defects in invariant form

Recently, some physicists studied the early universe by the viewpoint of defects of the
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Riemann-Cartan manifold i/4, in which there exists the non-zero torsion

^ r^,, fi,u,X 1,2,3,4,

where r*„ is an asymmetric affine connection. In the discussions of the importance of spin

and torsion in the early universe'15', Sabbata proposed an integral

1* « fr^dx» a <to" (1)

to represent the defects (dislocations) in space-time. By analogy with the well-known Bohr-

Sommerfeld relation §pdq nh, the author assumed that the integral /A is quantized in

units of the Planck length Lr, i.e.

** j 1%<W A dx" nLf, Lr (hG/c*)1/2, (2)

and defined time in the quantum geometric level through the fourth component as

t - tf TdA nTp, T, (fiG/c8)1^, (3)

where n is an integer and c the velocity of light. We think that the hypothesis (2) is reasonable

because it is based on the fact that, being torsion linked to spin and being the spin quantized,

the Planck length Lp enters through the minimal unit of spin, or action h. (In fact, we have

revealed that the quantization of spin can also be derived from that of torsion, and the

manuscript of which is in preparation.) However, to be an observable physical quantity, we

learn that it must be invariant under both coordinate and gauge transformations. But the

definition (1) does not has the property, that means lx is not invariant under coordinate

transformations and then, is dependent on the choice of coordinate system. Furthermore,

the quantization of lx in (2) is an assumption after all and the quantum number n is not

determined. In order to formulate the space-time defects in an invariant form and quantize

them naturally, let us investigate the problems in vierbein theory, in which the torsion can

be expressed by

T£, Dltef-Dvet, p,u,A 1,2,3,4 (4)

where ej4 is the vierbein field and

Dli dll- Wp(r), u>„ -u$bIab
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is the gauge covariant derivative, toAB(x) stands for the spin-connection and Iab the generator

of the Lorentz group.

As in Ref. [17], we can define a gauge parallel vector in internal space, whose existence

is closely related to the geodesic y(S)

dUx dx"— + r^"Lr* o, v> —, (5)

which can be further written in the covariant derivative notation'18'

V„ï/A S„l/A + r*„I/'' 0, (6)

where dS is the element of length of 7(5). Using

<B (yrfyB,

(6) multiplied by ef gives

D„t/A =0, UA eAUx,

which means UA(x) is a gauge parallel vector along the geodesic 7(5). Though the vector

Ux is defined only at points of 7(5), it can be extended to a vector field on a neighborhood

of any point of 7(5), which leads to UA(x) also a gauge parallel vector field on this

neighborhood'19,20'. On the other hand, it is well-known that any integral curve of ordinary

differential equations (5) is determined by a point po(*o> ' " > *o) &nc^ a direction at po • If,

at the same point po, we give four linearly independent directions Uh-.(j>o) (â~)po w'th

we obtain four geodesies and four corresponding linearly independent gauge parallel vectors

marked by the index (») (» 1,2,3,4)

u(1) e\u(i)> u(i)u(j) - hi)'

which are called the gauge parallel basis in internal space. The projection of the torsion

tensor (4) on the basis will be'17'

T»»(i) - TfiU& " 9"A"(i) - 9"M), t 1,2,3,4, (7)
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where

AKi) - efUfc

is the U(l) gauge potential. This shows that T^j can be expressed in terms of A^ just

as the curvature on 1/(1) principal bundle with base manifold {/4 (i.e. the (7(1) gauge field

strength), which is invariant for the U(l)-like gauge transformation

^oOO^MoOO + ^AwOO (8)

where A^(x) is an arbitrary function.

Now, let us investigate the total projection of the torsion on a surface, which will

be shown that, in topology, it is associated with the Chern class of the Riemann-Cartan

manifold, i.e.

L{\ / -Tl,vu\dxli A dx" constant, (9)
J-E'x,,) 2

where E(A, s) is the 2-dimensional surface determined by two parameters A and s in the

4-dimensional manifold I/4. The intrinsic coordinates of £(A, s) are u m (u1, u2), that is, for

¦€E(A,t),
x" x"(u\u2), m 1,2,3,4.

It must be pointed out here that the integral fy) in (9) is quite different from that of

Sabbata in (1). Since the index (i) is neither the coordinate nor the group index, fy) is

invariant under general coordinate transformations as well as local Lorentz transformation

and, thus, is independent of the coordinate system, but lx is not. Furthermore, in lu, there

is another {/(l)-like gauge invariance for (8). In fact, fy) is a new topological invariant

and relates to the Winding Numbers, which will be seen later. So, we suggest to use the

projection T^q and the new topological invariant fy) to measure the size of defects of the

Riemann-Cartan manifold. It is obvious that fy) has the dimension of length, which leads

us to call lift the total projection of dislocation along the t'-th gauge parallel base UA on the

surface E(A, s). The invariant time t is defined in analogy with (3) as

*:--/ iT^d^Adx". (10)
c Jz'K») z

Since on E(A, s) a 1/(1) gauge transformation is equivalent to a two-dimensional rotation,

A^i)(x) corresponds to the 50(2) gauge connection to'tAx). This relationship can be
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expressed as follows:
2if

where Lr y/KG/c? is the Planck length that is introduced to make both sides of Eq.(ll)
have the same dimension. The corresponding 2-dimensional gauge parallel vectors n\. on

E(A, s) with respect to w^, can be derived from UA by'22'

D,nfa d,nfo - «J0n»0 =0, a, 6 1,2, (12)

W*) T *' T e" w

satisfying

n*i)9Mrl{i) - °i n(i)n(0 C

for fixed (j), where C is an arbitrary constant and

n(o n(o(x"(u1'uJ)-A> *) n°t)(ul> u*> A> »)>

in which A and s are the parameters to determine the surface while u1 and u2 the intrinsic

coordinates of E(A,»). Let us consider C 1, that is n?^ (i s 1,2,3,4) are unit vectors

which can, in general, be written in the form'22'

"fo fikjp Wt*l - V^' (13)

where $U (c 1,2) is a vector field on E(A, »), i.e.

*« ^(^(«'.u^.A.s) « 4>'{i)(u\u2,X,s). (14)

In the opinion of the decomposition of 1/(1) and 50(2) gauge potential'23', from (12) we get

«MO n(i)ô*n(0 - n'i)dfn(i), AK') ^£«*nWôMn(i)

for fixed (t). (9) can be changed into

fy) -zt taid^n^dyni^dx11 A dx"
l1r JE(\,t)

or, in terms of the intrinsic coordinates u (u1, u2) of E(A, s),

/W |£/ €abdAna(()dBn\()duAAdiiB f pmdurdu*, (15)
2T ./£(A,»)

V W •/£(*,.)
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where

Pit) - ^«^„»^oMo A, B 1,2 (16)

is called the dislocation density projection. In the following, we will interpret the total

projection fy) as the dislocation flux through the surface E(A, s) and quantize it naturally by

means of the so-called ^-mapping method.

3. The topological quantization of the dislocation flux

At first, by the train of thought of Ref. [24], we can extend the dislocation density

projection pi,\ to a topological current of dislocations

4 ^ABC^dBn'{i)dcnh(i), A, B, C 0,1,2, (17)

in which «012 +1, do d/du° with u° A or s. (For convenience and without loss of

generality, we choose u° A.) They are instant conclusions from (17) that the component

A) is just the dislocation density projection pc* in (16), and jA. is identically conserved, i.e.

Mo o.

The relevant conserved quantity to jA is in (15), which means that the total projection fy)

is independent of the surface E(A, s) on the condition that its boundary ÔE surrounds the

system of dislocations. We note that this property of fy) is quite similar to that of magnetic

flux in cosmical electrodynamics'25'. In fact, jA just can take the same form as the current

density in electrodynamics or hydrodynamics, which will be shown later, and fy) can be

considered as the corresponding dislocation flux along the t'-th direction in internal space.

Using (13) and

dAn((ì=rar " im' ' *&; IM=rar
jA can be expressed by

^-e^-a^fl^J-i^ii-MoMo-
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By defining the Jacobian determinants £>/*)(„) as

^(^)stABCMo^w- (18)

in which

is the usual Jacobian determinant of ^j) with respect to u, and making use of Laplacian

relation in <^,)-space

aaaa in ||^w|| 2*«%)), e. ^-,
we obtain the 6-like topological current of dislocations

J$) LpDfa(t&)6*(${i)). (19)

The dislocation density projection pey and the flux fy) are given by

P(o=;°o ^^«(^Wfo).

fy) L, f D{iA62(ci{i))dSdu2. (20)
•>£(>,«) u

It is obvious that jA., pti) and fy) are non-zero only when 4(i) 0-

Suppose that the vector fields tp?« in (14) for fixed (i) posses« N zeroes, according to the

deduction of Ref. [26] and the implicit function theorem'27!, when the Jacobian determinant

%(*?)* °.

the solutions of tpuAv,1, u2, A, s) 0 can be expressed in terms of u (u1, u2) as

u1 o,1(0(A, «), u2 o2(l.)(A,*), l l,---,N,

and

*wKo(A' '). «?(0(A- •).A- •) °. a - 1.2, (21)

where the subscript /(= 1, • • •, N) represents the /-th zero of the (t')-th vector field.

In the following, we will discuss the dynamic form of the dislocation current jA and
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study the topological quantization of the dislocation flux fy) through the Winding Numbers'2*'

Wi(j) of <fy) at (»,(<)

2* JlE,w <P(i)

where ÖE|<,) is the boundary of a neighborhood E,(() of a,^ on the surface E(A, «) with

o/(j) g 9Ej(j), E/(<) n Em(j) 0. It is well-known that the Winding Numbers'29' Wfyj are

corresponding to the first homotopy group tt^1] Z (the set of integers). By making use

of (13), it can be precisely proved that

w'«) "izl ««(««»«(oH))' (22)l* JOEKi)

where n?« is the pull back of map n^y This is another definition of Wfy) by the Gauss map

n(<) : ÖE;(<) —? 51. In topology it means that, when the point u (u1,«2) covers ÔE;(j)

once, the unit vector nfU will cover 51 Wi[t) times, which is a topological invariant and is also

called the degree of Gauss map'30'31'. Using the Stokes' theorem in the exterior differential

form and (22), one can deduce that

W|(0 i~ I «.»nfoÔBnfodu5 " «T / (<*dAn'i)dBn(i)dxtA A duB-
tir JdE,w *~ •'Eko

It is noticed that this formula differs from that of (15) only in the domain of integration and

the constant Lp. Then, by duplicating the above process, we have

Wm / D^^Vtffl)*»1*!». (23)

^(4>)=i+o°'for ^(,)=0 ={+o°' sr u
KV{I)J \ 0, for <t>{i)?0 \ 0, for u-

Since

<H(i),
• # <»/(0>

it can be supposed that (by analogy with the procedure of deducing 5(/(x)))

tf
*2tóo) E c'«)*(ul - a'WA> *))6(w2 - a?(o(A> •)). (24)

1-1

where the coefficients cj(j) must be positive, i.e. c^ |c/^)|. Substituting (24) into (23) and

calculating the integral, we get

C((j) _ÄL_ (25)
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easily. Let |Wfy)| ßit,), then from (24) and (25) we have

6Vto) E ,„ tB: SV - a'\o(A> a)W - aUx' '))• (26)
;=i \D'i){irKo'

where the positive integer /W is called the Hopf index'32' of map u —? tj)^. Making use of

(26), the dislocation current jA in (19) can be expressed as

i(0 ^E%"w{(ul - *Ki)(^»M»2 - a?(o(A''))^7^ko>
j=i %( «

in which A 0, 1,2 and

r;,(l) signD{i)(-^)\.KI) ±1

is called the Brouwer degree'32' of map u —? (f>^y On the other hand, from the equations

(21) one can prove'33' that the generalized velocity of zero of tf/L. is given by

V(0-d«o-D(0(^)' ^)"1'

where u° A and £>(*)(*p) is defined in (18). Then

1=1

and

which give

N

I1=1
m j« L> È äcoixo^«1 - °'(o(A' *)WU' - 4)(A' •))• (27>

J(1)=P(0V(0. A 0,1,2.

That is the dislocation current jA of the Riemann-Cartan manifold exactly takes the same

form as the current density in classical electrodynamics or hydrodynamics. From (20), (10)

and (27), we get the dislocation flux fy) and the invariant time t in the topological quantum

level as
AT N

/(0=En'(0L»" * En'<4>T" »' 1.2,3,4, (28)
i=i

where n^ /3|(<)f/;(<) for fixed / and (£), Tp -f t/*r ¦ So, with torsion, we have minimum

units of length and, e./ecially, time ^ 0! This in fact would give us the smallest definable
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unit of time uTpw 10~43*. In the limit of h ==> 0 (classical geometry of general relativity)

or c ==> oo (Newtonian case), we would recover the unphysical LP,TP =*>• 0 of classical

cosmology or physics.

At the end of this section, it must be pointed out that the quantizations of length and

time are natural and rigorous results in our discussions. But what was dealt with in Ref. [15]

can only be looked upon as an assumption and the author can not tell us how to determine

the quantum numbers. On the contrary, from (28), we see that the quantum numbers are

given by the Hopf indices and the Brouwer degrees.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we obtain a new topological invariant in Riemann-Cartan manifold {/4 in

terms of the torsion tensor. It is invariant under general coordinate transformations as well

as local Lorentz transformation and, thus, is independent of the coordinate system. In fact,

it only depends on the Winding Numbers of a smooth vector field at its zeroes, which are

also topological invariants. Meanwhile, there is another [/(l)-like gauge invariance in it. In

order to describe the space-time defects in the early universe or the Planck era in invariant

form, we use the new topological invariant to measure the size of defects and interpret it as

the dislocation flux in internal space. Using the so-called (/»-mapping method and the

decomposition of 1/(1) and 50(2) gauge potential, the dislocation flux is quantized naturally

and rigorously, which is the quantizations of length and time in Riemann-Cartan manifold.

The quantum numbers are determined by the Hopf indices and the Brouwer degrees, i.e.

the Winding Numbers. The Planck length Lp and Tp J*ß « 10-43s play the roles of

the elementary length and the unit time respectively. As mentioned above, this result is

considered to be reasonable because of the fact that, being torsion linked to spin and being

the spin quantized, the Planck length Lp enters through the minimal unit of spin, or action

h. Furthermore, by extending to an identically conserved current, the dynamic form of the

dislocations is also obtained and it takes the same form as the current density in classical

eletrodynamics or hydrodynamics, which may be important for the production and interac-
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tion of the space-time defects in the early universe and will be detailed in other papers.
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